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Stirred But Not Shaken The Autobiography
With over 100 recipes, this text takes you through everything, from the right
glass to the perfect ice cube, making cocktails in large quantities for parties and
preparing canape accompaniments."
James Bond needs no introduction! He is the spy we all love and relate with
most. He is known for his dapper looks and acuity in chasing down his targets.
The 007 agent has access to all the latest gadgets and many lady muses. But
one of his main characteristics is how he enjoys eating food! It is safe to say
that Bond is a foodie and loves to dig in at every given opportunity. From fancy
dinner parties with royalty to street-side food, Bond loves it all. In fact, in Casino
Royale, he says that he takes ridiculous pleasure in what he eats and drinks!
This book gives you 30 recipes that are James Bond approved. You will love
trying them out and serving family and guests. Let's go!
Over the past decade, the popularity of cocktails has returned with gusto.
Amateur and professional mixologists alike have set about recovering not just
the craft of the cocktail, but also its history, philosophy, and culture. The Shaken
and the Stirred features essays written by distillers, bartenders and amateur
mixologists, as well as scholars, all examining the so-called 'Cocktail Revival'
and cocktail culture. Why has the cocktail returned with such force? Why has
the cocktail always acted as a cultural indicator of class, race, sexuality and
politics in both the real and the fictional world? Why has the cocktail revival
produced a host of professional organizations, blogs, and conferences devoted
to examining and reviving both the drinks and habits of these earlier cultures?
In our current culture of conflict, Americans need a better way of relating to one
another and responding to controversial issues; a way that transcends political
partisanship and emphasizes universal care, mutual concern, and the flourishing
of the common good. In A House Divided, Feldmeir suggests that the solution to
our political entrenchment is a shared commitment to practicing a politics of
compassion; the motivating, unifying ideals of the gospel that insist that we
work together for the benefit of the common good. Feldmeir explores eight of
the most divisive issues our day; climate change, immigration, medical aid in
dying, Islamic extremism, racism, health care, homosexuality, and preventing
suicide; through the lens of a Christian ethic of love, seeking to identify those
shared values that affirm our commonality and inspire a more creative and
collaborative approach to finding practical solutions and healing our divisions.
Each chapter includes a study guide for small group conversations.
The Shaken and the Stirred
Stirred Not Shaken
Drinking with James Bond and Ian Fleming, the Official Cocktail Book
Organic, Shaken and Stirred
A Comedy About My Tragedy
Shooting the Cook

This collection of hip cocktail recipes features 100 eco-friendly, organic cocktails
from the trendiest bars and nightclubs across the country, along with a few new
creations by the author. Enjoy the Voluptuous (culled from the Grand Pu Bah
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restaurant in San Francisco), organic strawberry muddled with organic gin, agave
nectar, organic egg white, and a splash of absinthe. The Lunacy (from the
Royalton in New York City) gets two green thumbs up for its mixture of organic
blackberries, lemon juice, organic simple syrup, organic reposado tequila, Lillet
Blanc, and açai spirit. And then thereʼs the sublime yet simple Au Provence (from
Eastern Standard in Boston), made with tarragon-infused organic simple syrup,
organic vodka, and lime juice. In addition to the drink recipes, thereʼs also a
thorough introduction to todayʼs producers of organic vodka, gin, tequila, and
other spirits̶a new generation of small-scale producers who believe in
sustainable agriculture, traditional methods, and environmentally sound
practices. Learn how to set up a green bar, with tips on ingredients, techniques,
and equipment. Gorgeous color photos throughout demonstrate the diversity and
deliciousness of these eco-friendly cocktails.
I donʼt want him. I canʼt do this. Thatʼs what my ex said after our son was born,
leaving me a single dad. These days, my world consists of two things: Noah and
my bar. Until her̶the woman I want ̶but can never have. My exʼs sister wasnʼt
supposed to be stirred into the mix. Even though I try to push her away, my son
falls in love with her. As much as I want to keep my distance, I canʼt break his
heart. Lines become blurred, and fighting our attraction becomes nearly
impossible. Even though we know itʼs wrong, desire doesnʼt always fade away.
As soon as we cross that line, nothing will be the same and everything will fall
apart. And it does.
The only girl in a house of boys, Julia Martini worked extra hard to get noticed.
That has made her business-minded and driven, and sheʼs determined to turn
her familyʼs struggling bar around. Simple. All she has to do is remodel, re-staff,
and rebrand the place, work insane hours and ignore the sexy blonde who comes
in to...sheʼs flirting, right? ʼCause Juliaʼs rusty and has zero time for dating, even
if their chemistry is off-the-charts steamy. Savannah McNallyʼs needs always
come last. A caretaker by trade, she also takes care of her widowed dad, her
brother, her sister, and everybody else on the planet, it seems. When her dad
finally starts dating, Savannah can focus on her own life for once̶her career,
her house, maybe even that super-hot bartender at Martiniʼs who has her thinking
naughty thoughts. When family feuds are exposed and a popular blog trashes the
bar, the weight of business decisions, family loyalty, and life in general may
outweigh their attraction that could lead to more.
William L. Hamilton loves a good gimlet. Rose's and lime. Straight up. Perfectly
iced. Make the glass pretty too. "It ruined my reputation for thinking before I
speak," he writes of that love. "I accept the trade-off." Like Lewis Carroll's Alice,
when Hamilton sees it, he drinks it -- and tells the incredible tale. In "Shaken and
Stirred," his biweekly Sunday Styles column, now an original book of his drinking
adventures, the intrepid New York Times reporter offers a gimlet-eyed look at
contemporary culture through the panoptic view of a cocktail glass. From the
venerable martini to the young Dirty Jane, Hamilton shares his tip on the sip. You
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hold in your hands a guide to "how it goes down." Not a cocktail manual or a
Baedeker to the bar scene but a drinker's guide to drinking. These are four-ounce
adventures of cocktails and the people who make them, from the bartenders and
chefs to the patrons, the politicians and the power players of the liquor industry.
There are tales of the Champagne high life, the Long Island Iced Tea low life;
men like Dr. Brown and his celery soda, and women like Eve and her Apple
Martini. Hamilton's weekly Runyanesque rounds cover all the watering holes and
their poisons, from the East Side's Southside to the Incredible Hulk in the Bronx,
and monitors the latest trends, from the ultra-premium vodka wars to the Red Bull
market. Shaken and Stirred is a report on a popular culture that comes alive after
five, when the mood turns social and the moment is sweet (or sour, or bitter, or
dry). Hamilton has also picked up the best (or the most unbelievable) cocktail
recipes from bars, lounges and restaurants in New York City and beyond. There
is common sense and creativity in the classics, and new inventions with their eye
on the prize, such as the Huckleberry Ginn and the Bleeding Heart."drink me,"
said the bottle in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. Hamilton has, in every
instance, and bottled his thoughts in sixty-four essays that are as readable as
they are drinkable. Mix a gimlet, or a Minnesota Anti-Freeze, or a Gibson or a
Bone. And spend a night in, on the town.
Through the Martini Glass and Other Drinking Adventures
Business Biographies
Shaken Not Stirred!
Alice, Shaken and Definitely Stirred
James Bond (2020) #1
Hip Highballs, Modern Martinis, and Other Totally Green Cocktails
Humorous letters to various organizations and their replies.
Celebrate your campaigns and conquests with these 75 fun, RPG-inspired cocktail
recipes your whole gaming group will love! Make your next gaming adventure even
more fun with this collection of 75 RPG-inspired cocktails! Featuring fantasy-themed
libations from the boozy Dragon the Beach and a Potion of Strength to a sneaky Stealth
Check shot and a Never Split the Party Punch, you’ll keep spirits high and your friends
happy during your next dungeon-crawling tabletop adventure. Complete with easy-tofollow, accessible instructions, Düngeonmeister also includes funny jokes and hilarious
asides that will take your campaign (or your next gathering) to the next level!
This is a remarkable story of an everyday person who overcame a debilitating injury,
reclaiming her life and dignity in the process. Joyce's life was disrupted by an auto
accident, causing traumatic brain injury (TBI). When attempting to recover medical
expenses she confronted a legal system taht assaulted her on several levels, accusing
her of "milking the insurance industry" while being sexually harassed by her own
attorney! Read how her efforts led to the most significant changes in the rules in 25
years for the Georgia State Bar Association. You will learn her character consists of a
positive mental attitude, refusal of victim status, faith perseverance, courage, fortitude,
creativity, and humor. This is a story of triumph over tragedy, not a dry medical term
filled book or a how-to-book. It is extremely inspirational for those with TBI, their loved
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ones and caregivers. "I knew Joyce Fahl was a winner from the frist day I met her in
1986. Her can-do spirit led her to great success in real estate, and empowers her to
covercome the challenges of Traumatic Brain Injury. Joyce is a living example of the
power of positive thinking!" US Senator Johnny Isakson, Georgia "I loved it! Our
heroine is the victor, despite the villans that abound in "TBI: Shaken, But Not Stirred."
By the end of this page turner, she has overcome her challenges, beaten the legal
system and broken the sterotypes that come with traumatic brain injury" Suan H.
Connors, President/CEO, Brain Injury Association of America
This exciting, inspiring earthquake survival story tells the gripping true story of a music
educator-turned-emergency medic during the Haitian earthquake.
Shaken Not Stirred... A Chemo Cocktail
From 007 to Hollywood Icon
The Dry Martini
Stirred
Shattered, Shaken and Stirred
Shaken, Not Stirred

This book details a long path of the life of David
Chedester. He is one of the worlds youngest living Americans
that currently battles Parkinson's Disease. David's truly
inspirational story is one that is a must read for anyone.
Read about how David accepted Parkinson's as a 2nd chance at
a better life.
"The apocalyptic beach read that everyone needs." - Alix E.
Harrow, Hugo Award-winning author on Not Your Average Hot
Guy In The Date from Hell, the sequel to Not Your Average
Hot Guy, New York Times bestselling author Gwenda Bond
brings the journey of Callie, Luke, and their friends to a
wonderful close. This is another laugh out loud, actionpacked romantic adventure you won’t want to miss. After
saving the world and stopping the apocalypse, Callie and
Luke are looking forward to a quiet, romantic weekend
together. When you’re human and dating the Prince of Hell,
quiet moments are hard to come by. But their romantic
weekend in Hell takes a turn when Lucifer tasks Callie and
Luke with chasing a wayward soul around the world. If they
can prove it’s possible to redeem a soul, Lucifer will allow
the two of them to make some changes in Hell. But this
wayward soul, Sean, doesn’t have any interest in being
redeemed. Instead, now that he’s back on Earth, he’s decided
to take a leaf out of Callie and Luke’s book and wants to
find the Holy Grail. Now Callie, Luke, and their friends—and
enemies—must race Sean around the globe on a Grail quest and
bring peace between Heaven and Hell before they can finally
(maybe) get around to that date.
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This updated edition features recipes from the world's
greatest mixologists, including 107 classic gin and vodka
Martinis, more than 110 Modern Martinis, and a directory of
the world's best Martini lounges Shaken Not Stirred®
celebrates the Martini—the quintessential cocktail, the
crowning jewel of civilized decadence. Historians and
mixologists Anistatia Miller and Jared Brown revise their
lists of classic Martini recipes and update their roster of
modern Martinis— from the Espresso Martini to the Fresh
Fruit Martini, from Cosmos to MarTEAnis—to suit current
taste. They also provide eye-opening, never-before-published
discoveries in their history of the cocktail in both America
and Europe. Over the past fifteen years the way people think
about and drink cocktails, especially Martinis, has been
radically transformed. In this new edition, readers can hone
their bar skills with tips from some of the world's finest
mixologists. They can learn how to stock a topshelf home bar
as well as make infusions and special garnishes.
Partyplanning advice, fun bits of trivia, a few jokes and
anecdotes, plus a directory of the world's best cocktail
bars, are the finishing garnish on this modern cocktail
classic!
How do James Bond’s X-ray glasses work, the ones he uses to
see whether the lady at the roulette table has a pistol
concealed in her underwear? Is it really possible to launch
oneself into the air and catch up with a plane that is freefalling towards the earth? Or to shoot down a helicopter
with a pistol? In this lively and informative book,
Germany's boldest physics professor Metin Tolan analyses the
stunts and gadgets of the 007 films and even answers the
question of all questions: Why does Bond drink his vodka
martini shaken, not stirred? "So much entertaining science
is a rare thing." Spiegel Online
Shaken Not Stirred
Shakin' Not Stirred
Düngeonmeister
James Bond in the Spotlight of Physics
Out of the Frying Pan
The Date from Hell
Mohit came to Delhi from a small town to make it big. He is quite sorted, with a
comfortable place to stay, a well-paying job, and a few friends and loved ones.
Despite that, he is quite stirred by the way things happen in the city. When he
bags a job in a multinational ad agency, he does not know that getting a job and
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keeping it are two very different ball games. Natasha is stunningly beautiful and
overly ambitious, and their lives get entangled when she falls for him. But is this
true love, or is there something more to it? Parvathi helps him and guides him
through the maze that the workplace is. A dusky beauty with a free spirit, she
feels love is an overrated emotion and all men are the same. When bosses and
colleagues toss him around, it will take Mohit a lot more than just friends and
love to stay Stirred But Not Shaken.
Casey Markham is a man-eater in a rut. Swearing off relationships may keep her
heart safe, but she's beginning to question if her casual flings will ever leave her
satisfied. She's wondering if it's finally time to let go of the past and stop letting
history control her future. Bad boy biker, Tenn Jennings can't get Casey off his
mind. A chance encounter with the beautiful blonde has left its mark, and now
he's determined to prove her wrong about everything she thought she knew
about men. It’s safe to say… Casey Markham has met her match.
"ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF 2013. Spellbinding ... highly entertaining ... a
must-read for die-hard James Bond fans. 5 stars." - IndieReader.com "Combines
the best ingredients of an edge-of-your-seat action movie and a page-turning
thriller into one riveting punch. I wish I could nominate it for an Oscar!" - Joel
Schumacher, director of THE LOST BOYS, A TIME TO KILL and THE PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA "A frenetic thriller ... keeps the story moving without ever losing
its sense of fun." - Kirkus Reviews Watch the Book Trailer on YouTube: http:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=zp_ICun63HI Haven't you ever wondered what
inspired the creation of fiction's greatest secret agent? Author Aaron Cooley
takes the reader on a World War II thrill ride across two continents and six
nations in pursuit of the answer to this question. A first-time British spy is on the
trail of the Allies' most important Double Agent, on a mission to determine his
loyalty before he can hand over the means of creating history's most devastating
weapon to the Nazis. Before his mission is over, this young Briton will be
inspired to create a fictional super-agent who will one day become one of
literature's most famous characters. An engaging, fantastical what-could-havebeen, SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED is not to be missed by World War II buffs, literary
devotees, and especially, fans of Her Majesty's most famous spy. MORE
REVIEWS "Aaron Cooley writes with such galloping deftness and verve that
you'll find yourself swearing you were present at the creation of James Bond." James Kaplan, author of FRANK: THE VOICE "That fun hybrid of a fast-paced
thriller and fantasized Roman a' clef. Bond readers will enjoy it immensely-those
who like WWII espionage stories will find it a good ride as well. It'll be awhile until
the next 007 literary adventure-Shaken, Not stirred is a more than worthy place
holder for the holidays." - Wesley Britton, Bookpleasures.com "A wonderful
juxtaposition of vintage James Bond, Tom Clancy's inestimable Jack Ryan, with
a little whimsy thrown in for good measure. Four stars." - Carolann Dematos,
HerLiterarySalon.com "Cooley has done the near-impossible: crafted a tale even
Ian Fleming himself would have been proud to call his own. The best book I've
read this year." - David Callaham, screenwriter of THE EXPENDABLES and
DOOM "Cracks like the bullet from a sniper's rifle. Full of guts and elegance; a
great thriller and a terrific debut." - Colin Dickey, author of CRANIOKLEPTY and
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AFTERLIVES OF THE SAINTS "A marvelous 'what if' about Ian Fleming and the
genesis of James Bond. A top-notch spy thriller, too." - Bill Desowitz, author of
JAMES BOND UNMASKED ABOUT THE AUTHOR A former child actor, Aaron
Cooley has been living on film sets since the age of three. Upon graduating from
Yale, Aaron migrated to Los Angeles, where he has apprenticed under director
Joel Schumacher, most recently serving as his head of development and
Associate Producer. As a screenwriter, Aaron has developed projects for the
companies behind PULP FICTION, TRANSFORMERS, ROCKY, SAW, and THE
BREAK-UP, as well as helped create advertising for various MTV Awards Shows
and public service campaigns. SHAKEN, NOT STIRRED is Aaron's first novel.
A devastating car accident upends, disrupts and derails a seemingly ordinary
family. In the wake of devastation is where recovery and, ultimately, redemption
are found. Shattered, Shaken and Stirred explores and embraces the process of
brokenness and healing in way that is honest, heartfelt, and yet at times
reassuringly humorous.
Cocktails
75 Epic RPG Cocktail Recipes to Shake Up Your Campaign
Sean Connery
Stirred But Not Shaken
Floyd on Britain & Ireland
Shaken, Not Stirred ... with a Twist

Love and liquor, past and present, happiness and hospice collide in
this witty coming-to-terms-with-your-family tale.
Every woman has that "aha" moment when things suddenly make
sense. All of the ex-boyfriends, old jobs, former friends and anemic
bank accounts. Those old "WTH" occurrences helped you to become
the woman you are today. You tried so hard to disguise it, but even
though the world saw you as this fierce, fly, fearless female who
seemingly had it all together, beyond the faade you were about to fall
apart. Meet Christian Cullen. She's a woman of many labels:
entrepreneur, volunteer, daughter, sister, soror, friend and
occasionally, significant other. She doesn't know it, but she's due for a
breakthrough...and you get to be there when it happens. If you're in it
for the long haul, maybe you can share in that breakthrough. So what
is it that you need to do? Read her journal. Yes, you heard correctly,
read her journal. It's alright, you're not eavesdropping...okay you
kinda are but you're forgiven. This is honestly the best way to get to
know her and to see who she really is. It's okay to laugh, life is a
comedy of errors and God definitely has a sense of humor. Just try not
to judge, she's only human. A woman in her thirties who's still coming
of age, discovering her purpose, accepting her flaws and learning to
simply let go and let God.
Readers can explore James Bond creator Ian Fleming’s writing on the
pleasures of drinking and mix themselves fifty delicious cocktails from
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recipes inspired by his books and developed by award-winning London
bar, Swift. Both Bond and Fleming were partial to a stiff drink. In both
fiction and real life, cocktails were an important and well-chosen
accompaniment to adventure and daring and often relaxing. Fleming
made the Martini famous with Bond’s ritual of always ordering it
“shaken, not stirred”. But in every James Bond book a wide selection
of strong, sophisticated and carefully crafted drinks are essential
details to the story. The recipes in Shaken are divided into five
categories: Straight Up; On the Rocks; Tall; Fizzy; and Exotic. Sip on
inventions such as Smersh, Moneypenny, That Old Devil M and
Diamonds Are Forever, as well as classic Bond cocktails such as the
Vesper—and, of course, the Dry Martini. Each recipe is illustrated by
a stunning full-color photo of the drink and wonderful extracts from
Fleming’s writing—taken from the passage where the drink was
featured or a place, character, or plot that inspired it. Shaken features
a foreword written by the novelist’s nephew, Fergus Fleming, as well
as plenty of his writing on whisky, gin, rum, and other spirits.
Reveals the secrets of the legendary actor who first portrayed James
Bond, including his humble beginnings, his stormy marriages, his
lengthy list of sexual conquests, and his battles with studio bosses.
Reprint.
James Bond Recipe Book
A Novel
The Year's Work in Cocktail Culture
Stirred, Not Shaken
The Autobiography
Finding Perseverence Through Parkinson's
The Bond Girl is one of the most recognized and celebrated
cultural icons of the last fifty years. First introduced in
Ian Fleming's novels and short stories, producers Albert
"Cubby" Broccoli and Harry Saltzman breathed life into her
cinematic manifestation beginning with Dr. No in 1962. Since
then, the world has been fascinated by the Bond Girl.
Although she has been lauded by some as a liberated woman
and true feminist archetype, the Bond Girl has virtually
escaped critical study . . . until now. Shaken and Stirred:
The Feminism of James Bond analyzes the cinematic Bond Girl
and argues that the character initially served as a
different archetype: one that reinforced a traditional,
feminine ideal that served as a powerful reactionary symbol
against the gender equality movement that gained prominence
in the United States during the 1960s and 1970s. Shaken and
Stirred: The Feminism of James Bond provides a glimpse into
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"second wave" feminism, the Women's Liberation Movement, and
cultural representations of women during the latter half of
the American twentieth century through a Bondian lens. It
traces the evolutionary journey of the cinematic Bond Girl
and assesses her cultural impact, revealing who she is and
what she represents during the first eleven films in the
James Bond franchise, a seventeen-year period described as
the Golden Era of the Bond Girl, and beyond.
"The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails presents an
in-depth exploration of the world of spirits and cocktails
in a ground-breaking synthesis. The Companion covers drinks,
processes, and techniques around the world as well as those
in the US and Europe. It provides clear explanations of the
different ways that spirits are produced, including
fermentation, distillation and ageing, alongside a wealth of
new detail on the emergence of cocktails and cocktails bars,
including entries on key cocktails and influential
mixologists and cocktail bars"-In this series of profiles, author Stephen K. Troy takes a
detailed look at people who walked down nontraditional paths
to achieve success. Many of these leaders are no longer
celebrated or remembered, but their achievements changed the
course of business and continue to influence society. You'll
learn about the unassuming billionaire who gave away his
entire fortune during his lifetime to better the world. Not
everyone is so generous, however; one scoundrel who stole
billions. Some are more obscure than others, and this text
brings their accomplishments to light. Leaders profiled
include Aaron Burr, Henry Ford, John Ringling, Robert
Morris, Frank Woolworth, Forrest Mars Sr., Daniel Ludwig,
and many more. Whether you are a student, a business leader,
or someone considering a career in business, you'll be
entertained, informed, and educated as you read.
The true story of a bumbling and undistinguished television
producer who inadvertently changed the landscape of cookery
programmes forever to give rise to the world of the
'celebrity chef'.
Shaken or Stirred
Shaken and Stirred...But Not Moved
Shaken
Shaken, Not Stirred!
Fahrenheit 451
One Woman's Successful Struggle for Credibility and Justice
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While Coping with Traumatic Brain Injury
The author tells her story of surviving breast cancer and chemotherapy with humor.
Keith Floyd's exuberant personality, as much as his cooking skills, has made him a favourite both
as bestselling author and as television presenter. But here, for the first time, he tells his own story and it is full of surprises.
Wines, spirits and beers. Many of us have a drink of some kind at one time or another, some of us
more than one. There are also many of us selling these same items in our everyday workplace,
such as a restaurant or retail store. How much or how little do you know about these products you
are selling or drinking? If you are working or interested in working in the restaurant business,
particularly as a bartender, this book was written for you. The book was purposely kept short and
concise, making it easily accessible for a quick reference. If you work for a retail wine and liquor
or package store, this book gives you a complete introduction to wines, spirits and beers. This will
enable you to answer many of your customers questions, as well as your own.
He was the first celebrity chef, the swashbuckling cook who crossed the high seas, on a BBC
budget, communicating his love of food to millions of viewers. Make a wonderful dish and have a
bloody good time: that was the criteria of Keith Floyd's mission (a mission that lasted several
decades). Along the way he inspired a generation of men to get into the kitchen. After starting out
in a hotel kitchen in Bristol, he made and lost fortunes, was married four times, and dealt with a
level of fame that bemused him. Now, in his honest and revealing memoir, completed just before
he died, Keith reflects on the ups and downs of his career. Above all, the much loved, often copied,
Keith Floyd whooshes the reader through his adventures, from the hilarious to the downright
lunatic. As irrepressible, funny and charming as Keith himself, Stirred But Not Shaken is a mustread for anyone who loves life, food, women . . . and a quick slurp.
TBI--shaken But Not Stirred
A Celebration of the Martini
A House Divided
Shaken & Stirred
Shaken and Stirred
Floyd on Oz
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners
suddenly realizes their merit.
Paperback edition of a cook book first published in 1991. The British travelling TV chef
describes his culinary adventures in Australia in diary form. Includes over 100 pages of
recipes, a descriptive shopping-list and an index.
This uplifting romantic comedy takes you on Alice's journey, interweaving her relationships
with real-life characters and dreams involving her favourite romantic screen idols.Lamenting
the loss of her long-term partner and having been made redundant, Alice makes a New Year's
resolution to get on with life, and definitely without a man. But things don't quite go to plan.
As her Aunt Betty says, 'Men, dear, are like buses, there are none on the horizon then three
come along at once.' Alice certainly is shaken and definitely stirred.
New series, new team, new missions! VITA AYALA (Morbius, Age Of X-Man), DANNY LORE
(Queen Of Bad Dreams) and ERIC GAPSTUR (James Bond 007) present a fresh take on the
world s greatest secret agent. When a priceless piece of art is found to be fake,
investigations lead down a rabbit hole of international crime and corruption. But what the hell
does James Bond know about the world of art forgery? Featuring a cover by superstar JIM
CHEUNG (Justice League, Young Avengers), that will be revealed as an interlocking image
over the first three issues!
The Oxford Companion to Spirits and Cocktails
Engaging the Issues through the Politics of Compassion
A Survivor's Account of the January 12, 2010 Earthquake in Haiti
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The Feminism of James Bond
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